Building a legacy – your legacy.

701 Xenia Avenue South
Suite 300
Minneapolis, MN 55416
Tel: 763-541-4800
Fax: 763-541-1700

Memorandum
To:

Philip Dick, AICP, Building and Zoning Director, McLean County

From:

Eric Zweber, WSB

Date:

August 10, 2018

Re:

ASD McLean Solar II Major Utility Community Solar Garden Special Use Permit
Review
WSB Project No. 12169-000

Amp Solar Development Inc. (“ASD”) is pleased to present the necessary applications for a
community solar photovoltaic (PV) project (ASD McLean Solar II) in McLean County, Illinois. The
proposed project requires the following approvals:
•

Special Use Permit – A Special Use Permit is requested, as a utility, major (community
solar garden) is listed as a special use in the A zoning district. (Attachment A)

Overview and Project Description
ASD is developing community solar projects in conjunction with the State of Illinois Future
Energy Jobs Act. Through this Act, the State established the Community Solar Garden program
allowing developers to develop, permit, own, and operate solar projects with the ability to sell
the solar electricity directly to customers. The solar facilities connect to Ameren’s distribution
grid and Ameren delivers the power customers, and whereby ASD bills the customer for the
electricity they purchase.
ASD is proposing to develop one (1)-2 megawatt solar project on the property in McLean
County as shown on the Site Plan Attachment A. The project site and the following application
and analysis will encompass the entire property boundaries of the affected property.
The proposed solar site is located about 600 feet to the east of Hendrix Drive and directly north
of I-74 in Bloomington Township, in the northwest area of Section 22, Township 23, Range 2
East in McLean County, Illinois. The total area of the of the parcel on which the solar garden will
be constructed is 31.28 acres with 21 acres of the parcel currently being used for agriculture.
The portion of the site proposed to be developed for the solar garden is currently
predominately used for agriculture. The solar footprint is approximately 13 acres in size. The
remaining area will be retained for agricultural production, woodlands, or the farmstead. After
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the solar panels are in place, the project site will be reseeded with a non-invasive short growth
pollinator friendly seed mix.
The phasing plan for this project is to obtain the required jurisdictional and regulatory
approvals for the solar project to commence with a shovel ready project by the Spring of 2019,
with construction by 2020. Construction will be followed with the interconnection to Ameren’s
grid by 2021.
August 7, 2018 Zoning Board of Appeals Meeting
On August 7, 2018, the McLean County Zoning Board of Appeals review the ASD McLean Solar II
solar garden. During the public hearing, concerns were raised about construction traffic, visual
impacts, and setbacks from their property lines. After testimony, the Zoning Board of Appeals
declined to recommend approval of the solar garden. Based on that recommendation, ASD
withdrew the ASD McLean Solar II solar garden application to allow for the redesign of the site
to address concerns of the Zoning Board of Appeals. The attached site plan shows the
redesigned proposal and the details of the revision are further described below.
Zoning
The three properties are the A, Agriculture Zoning District. A community solar garden as a
“Utility, major” are listed as a Special Use in the A district. The performance standards for a
solar power generating facility are listed as follows:
1. Major utilities that are not regional pollution control facilities or otherwise exempted in
Article I of these regulations shall not be located within 200 feet of a boundary line of an
R-1 or R-2 District.
The properties surrounding the site parcel are zoned A – Agriculture. The nearest
property zoned R-1 is located about 800 feet to the west.
2. The following standards shall apply to a solar power generating facility.
a. Setbacks. The facility shall be set back 50 feet from the front and rear property
lines and 30 feet from the side property lines.
The solar array is located 50 feet from the front and rear property lines and 30
feet from the side property lines.
b. Lighting shall be installed for security and safety purposes only. Except with
respect to lighting required by the FCC or FAA, all lighting shall be shielded so
that no glare extends substantially beyond the boundaries of a facility.
A single light will be installed at the transformer/invertor pad which will only be
turned on during maintenance and servicing.
c. An erosion control plan shall be provided.
An erosion control plan will be provided with the building permit submittal.
d. A stormwater management plan shall be provided.
A stormwater management plan will be provided with the building permit
submittal.
e. All areas occupied by the facility that are not utilized for access to operate and
maintain the installation shall be planted and maintained with a native shade-
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tolerant grass or other vegetation for the purpose of soil stabilization or other
methods approved by the Director of Building and Zoning.
The project site will be reseeded with a non-invasive short growth pollinator
friendly seed mix.
f. Solar panels shall require construction permits from the Department of Building
and Zoning. Solar panels that are part of a solar power generating facility shall
require engineering certified by a registered engineer or other certified
professional before an occupancy permit will be issued.
Registered Engineers and Geotechnical staff will prepare and submit the plans for
building permit submittal.
g. If a facility ceases to produce electricity on a continuous basis for 24 months, the
equipment must be removed, and the site restored to original condition.
Understood.
h. The facility shall provide approval for access points and change in access use
from the road authority.
An access permit with be applied from the road authority.
Special Use Permit
A community solar garden as a “Utility, major” are listed as a Special Use in the A district.
The performance standards for a Special Use are listed as follows:
A. The proposed special use will not be detrimental to or endanger the health, safety,
morals, comfort, or welfare of the public.
The establishment, maintenance and operation of this proposed special use will
have no negative impact on the health, safety, morals, comfort, or general welfare
of surrounding community members. Solar components will comply with the
current edition of the National Electric Code, will be UL listed (or equivalent) all of
which will work to ensure the above approval criteria is met. This solar garden and
its resulting environmentally sustainable and non-greenhouse gas generating
energy will improve the environmental health, human welfare, and economic
development of the surrounding area.
Based on testimony from residents at the August 7 Zoning Board of Appeals
meeting, the site plan has been revised to move the panels about an additional 140
feet further away from the norther property line than shown in the previous
proposal, now includes a row of conifer and a row of deciduous trees to provide
screening at the northern property line to supplement the existing tree screening
onsite, and demonstrates how the construct vehicles can be turned around on the
project site without requiring the truck to back up or use the local residential
streets for turnaround. These revisions are designed to provide greater protections
to the health, safety, morals, comfort, or welfare of the public from the previous
proposal.
B. The proposed special use will not be injurious to the use and enjoyment of other
property in the immediate vicinity for purposes already permitted or substantially
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diminish property values in the immediate area.
The community solar garden will not impact the characteristics of this zoning
district or surrounding area. Adjacent property owners will feel little to no change
in the pre-existing use and enjoyment of their property, and all surrounding land
parcels should have no notable change in property value due to the development of
ASD McLean Solar II.
Based on testimony from residents at the August 7 Zoning Board of Appeals
meeting, the site plan has been revised to move the panels about an additional 140
feet further away from the norther property line than shown in the previous
proposal, now includes a row of conifer and a row of deciduous trees to provide
screening at the northern property line to supplement the existing tree screening
onsite, and demonstrates how the construct vehicles can be turned around on the
project site without requiring the truck to back up or use the local residential
streets for turnaround. These revisions will support and protect the enjoyment of
the other properties in the immediate vicinity from the previous proposal. The
Zoning Board of Appeals has received admitted evidence and sworn testimony from
prior hearings for identical solar technology and use that solar technology does not
demonstrably diminish property values in nearby residential areas.
C. The proposed special use will not impede the orderly development of the
surrounding property for uses permitted in the district.
The implementation of the following special use permit will have negligible
influence on the outlined orderly development of neighboring properties. The site is
zoned agricultural uses, while the properties to the east are zoned for single-family
residential development. The non-emission power generation of a solar garden
may provide a good buffer between the future single-family residents and the
existing and future agricultural uses. Due to the minimal impact of solar farms,
both present and future development should see no additional design requirements
for the planning and development.
D. Adequate utilities, access roads, drainage and/or other necessary facilities have
been or will be provided.
Adequate utilities, access roads, drainage, and other necessary facilities are being
provided. The active area of the solar garden will be enclosed by a seven foot (7’)
high fence and gated for security purposes. Access codes to the gate will be
provided to police, fire, and emergency services. There will be no buildings or
employees on the property so there is no need for sewage disposal facilities, solid
waste, or water on the site.
The revised site plan moves the project access to the south edge of the property in
order to minimize impact to surrounding properties during the delivery period,
and shows the temporary construction staging area where the equipment will be
unloaded before installation and how the construction vehicles will be able to turn
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around within the construction site without requiring the truck to back up or use
the local residential streets for turnaround. The construction staging area will be
removed after construction of the facility is completed and two permanent turn
arounds (one just inside the fence line and one at the transformer/invertor pad)
will allow the maintenance and utility vehicles to turn around within the solar
array fence line during facility operations.
E. Adequate measures have been or will be taken to provide ingress and egress so
designed as to minimize traffic congestion in the public streets.
The requested special use permit will adhere to the requirements associated with the
surrounding district in which the special use permit in question is to be located.
F. The proposed special use, in all other respects, conforms to the applicable
regulations of the district in which it is located.
The revised site plan moves the project access to the south edge of the property in
order to minimize impact to surrounding properties during the delivery period,
and shows the temporary construction staging area where the equipment will be
unloaded before installation and how the construction vehicles will be able to turn
around within the construction site without requiring the truck to back up or use
the local residential streets for turnaround. The construction staging area will be
removed after construction of the facility is completed and two permanent turn
arounds (one just inside the fence line and one at the transformer/invertor pad)
will allow the maintenance and utility vehicles to turn around within the solar
array fence line during facility operations.
The developed solar garden will adhere to all application requirements and will
provide all necessary documentation for the Special Use Permit application
process. All district regulations, as well as relevant zoning requirements will be
designed into the solar garden. Please refer to attached exhibits for further
information.
The proposed use of the site will meet all use standards.
AMP Solar Development Inc.
ASD is a leading clean energy Independent Power Producer. They build, own, and operate
clean generation power plants, and offer clean energy and flexible energy services to their
customers in the US, Canada, Japan, India, and Australia. They are one of the few developers in
the market who own and operate our projects for the long term, other companies often sell the
project to a new owner before construction even starts. ASD uses environmentally responsible
solar equipment and construction practices to safeguard valuable land and water resources for
future generations. Over the past 12 months they have built more than 50MW and started
development on more than 100MW of solar projects in the US. ASD’s US team is a dedicated
and experienced team of professionals with over 60 years of combined development
experience.
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Project Purpose and Need
As the demand for electricity increases, it is important for utilities and grid operators to
incorporate larger quantities of renewable energy in the generation mix. Conventional, nonrenewable sources such as coal and gas not only have uncertain costs over time, but have
detrimental effects on the environment, contributing to global warming. Solar energy is a key
contributor to longer term sustainable energy. Solar energy is a very clean, inexpensive, and
unlimited energy resource that can be implemented locally with minimal environmental effects.
The best part about solar is the cost of the fuel, which is abundant and free. Solar also has an
advantage of being very scalable. It works very well on small applications like a residential
rooftop, as well as medium size distributed solar gardens, up to large utility scale installations.
The cost of solar has fallen dramatically over recent years, making it a viable energy source for
any utility. The Illinois Power Agency has a target of approximately 220MW of distributed solar
to be built by 2021 in the first 3 blocks of the Adjustable Block Program. ASD McLean Solar II is
planned to be submitted as part of the program and will be a valuable contributor to the State
of Illinois’ sustainability goals.
McLean County Project Site Description and Siting
Site Selection Process
Attachment B – ASD McLean Solar II’s Zoning Site Plan illustrates the site location. ASD uses a
geographical and data-driven approach to select potential solar garden sites. When deciding
whether to execute a lease or purchase option to allow for solar development, ASD evaluates
land based on the following criteria, among others:
• Ameren service territory and electricity service
• Proximity to relevant infrastructure, including electrical substations, existing three
phase lines, and access roads
• Likelihood of wetlands and other protected landforms
• Slope of land and direction of this slope
• Potential presence of threatened or endangered species
If a site meets the criteria above and terms can be reached with the landowner, a lease is
generally executed.
Surrounding Terrain
The ASD McLean Solar II site is an ideal site for a solar garden, considering its access to the
existing utility grid, Ameren service, lack of environmental constraints, and existing adjacent
and surrounding land uses. The project will be located on a parcel used for agricultural
purposes. The site is surrounded by rural residential properties, agricultural fields and open
land use.
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EcoCAT
On June 8, 2018, a natural resources review was requested from the Illinois Department of
Natural Resources (IDNR) through the ecological compliance assessment tool (EcoCAT)
Attachment C. On June 11, 2018, the IDNR reported that are wetlands on the eastern and
northeastern portions of the property. The solar array is located about 100 feet west of the
wetland.
There is also 100-year floodplain located on the eastern boundary of the parcels. The solar
array is located about 200 feet to the west of the 100-year floodplain.
Historic Architectural Resources
A one-mile search from the site of the Historic Architectural Resources Geographic Information
System (HARGIS) through the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency was conducted on July 11,
2018. No historic sites were identified within one mile of the site. There are four sites with one
mile (Attachment D): the McLean County Memorial to the World War II Dead at the McLean
County Courthouse, the Marker for the first brick schoolhouse, the Joseph Orendorff Mill Stone
Memorial at the Blooming Grove Cemetery, and the Hendrix-Dawson Memorial at the Blooming
Grove Cemetery. The brick school is located about a quarter of a mile to the south of I-74 and
other three sites are approximately a half mile from the proposed solar garden. The solar
garden’s operation will have no impact on the four sites.
Solar Array Screening.
The proposed site plan includes a vegetated buffer for screening purposes along the north
property line. This will be achieved through a combination of preserving existing vegetation on
site as well as supplemental tree plantings as identified on the site plan. Where existing
vegetation is lacking, this will include planting one row of coniferous trees with a second, offset
row of deciduous trees. The coniferous trees will be a minimum of 8’ in height and will include a
mixture of 2-3 different species, such as Norway Spruce, Douglas Fir and Eastern White Pine.
The deciduous trees will have a minimum height of 12’ and will include a mixture of 2-3
different species, such as Common Hackberry, Quaking Aspen, and Linden. All tree species
selected will be appropriate for USDA hardiness zone 5 and based on site specific criteria for
soil characteristics, moisture, sunlight and exposure. The spacing of the trees will be dependent
on the species type, but will generally not exceed the width of the tree canopy at maturity.
Project Equipment/Infrastructure
Solar Photovoltaic Equipment
ASD uses several solar PV panel technologies: Crystalline Silicone (C-Si) and Thin Film (TF). Each
type of technology uses slightly different materials, work identically, and are of similar
construction. The solar PV panels function as a solid state, inert crystal, most similar to a pane
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of solid glass. The panels do not erode and do not produce any emissions. The sealed PV panels
do not leach metals into the environment and are recycled at the end of their lifecycle.
Solar Energy Facility Equipment
The following equipment will make up the solar garden:
• Solar Photovoltaic (PV) panels – covert the sun’s irradiance to Direct Current electricity
• Inverters – covert electricity from Direct Current to Alternating Current
• Transformers – step up the voltage for export to the utility
• Racking –single axis trackers which support the PV panels and follow the sun from
sunrise to sunset to capture more sunlight during the day
• Cables and junction boxes – used to connect all system components
• Perimeter fencing – installed to secure the site
All the solar garden equipment is designed and installed in a way that minimizes site
preparation (such as grading and trenching) as well as minimizes decommissioning of the site.
Screw or driven piles to support the racking are used, which do not require concrete in most
situations. Cables are installed wherever possible above ground on the racking system. This
allows for easy installation and decommissioning.
Site Access
Solar gardens are low-impact developments that can often utilize existing right-of-way
infrastructure for site access, minimizing the need for disturbance for the construction and
maintenance of the project. The site access is located on the east side of Hendrix Drive about a
quarter mile north of I-74. The access drive continues for about 600 feet along the north side
drainage ditch to the project site.
Construction Activity
Construction Sequence
While each site is unique, ASD McLean Solar II will use standard construction and operation
procedures used for our other solar gardens in the United States. The construction of ASD
McLean Solar II is expected to take approximately 12 to 16 weeks.
The utility’s engineering, procurement, and construction of the interconnection facilities will
take 6 to 18 months total and will be complete just before the construction of the solar farm
itself. After the construction sequences, detailed above, are completed, the solar farm will go
through 2 to 3 weeks of commissioning before reaching commercial operation.
Construction Traffic
The site plan has been revised to construct the project access to the south edge of the
property. ASD will impose a 10 mph speed limit for the construction and delivery vehicles on
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Hendrix Rd and within the project site. ASD will hired construction observation personnel
during the construction of the project to ensure that this 10 mph speed limit will be enforced
and to assist drivers of construction and delivery vehicles with access and maneuvering within
the construction site in order to ensure the safety of local residents during delivery activities.
A temporary construction staging area will be installed on the west side of the existing drainage
swale along the south edge of the site. This construction staging area is sized to allow the
construction and delivery vehicles to turn around within the site without requiring the vehicles
to back up. This will prevent the use of back up alarms, eliminate any need to turn around
within Hendrix Rd, and increase safety during construction.
Hazardous Materials
The proposed solar garden does not contain or emit any hazardous materials. The PV panels
are made up of crystallin silicon, glass, and aluminum and do not emit or produce emissions to
the environment. The utility transformer contains transformer oil, which is designed for use in
residential and rural applications, similar to utility transformers found throughout the
community. The utility transformer is owned, operated and maintained by the utility.
The ASD McLean Solar II solar garden will be constructed in a way to minimize any effects to the
environment and to control and limit the use of hazardous materials wherever possible. All
subcontractors responsible for working on the site will be required to meet all local, state and
federal requirements for the handling, storage, and use of hazardous materials. Wherever
possible the subcontractors will be encouraged to reduce and or avoid the use and handing of
hazardous materials on site.
Clean Up and Storage
The subcontractors responsible for the construction of the solar garden will be responsible to
maintain the site in a safe, clean, and tidy condition. Waste generated on site will be regularly
collected and disposed of in a licensed facility. Materials and parts required for the installation
will be stored in a safe and efficient manner to maintain and clean work area and to protect the
equipment from damage.
Operations and Maintenance
Equipment Maintenance
One of the major benefits of solar energy is the minimal equipment maintenance required.
There are very few moving parts, and the system is designed for easy replacements should any
equipment fail during the lifetime of the project. The operations team will do regular visits to
the site to inspect the equipment and do repairs as required. More importantly a sophisticated
remote monitoring system allows the operators to continuously monitor the performance of
the solar garden and dispatch the maintenance team should any issues arise. ASD also employs
thermal imaging techniques from both the ground and the air to identify any performance
issues that need to be addressed and to maximize the efficiency of the system. ASD also uses
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industry leading components that are backed by warranties so equipment manufactures will
assist with equipment repair or replacement if required. The tracking systems that move the
solar panels during the day use standard components that are readily available should a
replacement be needed. The operations team will follow the operation and maintenance
schedule for this site see Attachment E.
Vegetation Maintenance
ASD will design a comprehensive landscape plan in consultation with McLean County in order to
provide storm water management, suitable ground cover, and vegetative screening in order to
minimize the disruption to the local water resources, and to mitigate visual effects of the solar
garden. The landscape plan will consider a non-invasive ground cover that is suitable for the
local environment, supportive of pollinators, and will reduce the dependence of mowing and
spraying for weeds/invasive species. Where spraying is required the operations team will use
only EPA rated products that are non-toxic to pets and wildlife, and organic if possible. The
operations team will follow the vegetation management program as outlined in the operations
and maintenance schedule, see Attachment E.
Decommissioning of Site
ASD is committed to decommissioning the site within 12 months of the land lease expiring or
terminating, or if the facility ceases to produce electricity on a continuous basis for 24 months.
ASD will negotiate and execute an Agricultural Impact Mitigation Agreement (AIMA) with the
Illinois Department of Agriculture as part of the decommissioning plan and will abide by the
terms and conditions of this agreement
Decommissioning involves the removal of all the solar garden equipment and infrastructure to
a depth of 5 feet below grade. Security fences, storm water management ponds, and access
roads will also be removed unless the land owner requests in writing that they shall remain in
place.
After the removal of all the equipment and infrastructure, the disturbed areas will be graded
and reseeded in accordance with the landscape plan.
In accordance with anticipated regulatory requirements, ASD will hire a registered Illinois
professional engineer to provide a certified estimate of decommissioning costs and will provide
the landowner with acceptable surety equal to the engineer’s certified estimate or
$25,000/MWac, whichever is greater.
ASD has estimated a net cost of about $6000 to decommission a 2MW solar facility based on
the current value of the scrap materials. See Attachment F for a breakdown of these costs.
ASD is very confident that the proposed surety will be sufficient to cover all the
decommissioning costs should ASD be unable to do so at the end of the project.
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ASD is also committed to review the decommissioning costs after 10 years of operations or as
required by conditions of approval or agreements with the appropriate regulatory agencies to
ensure the surety in place is still sufficient and will adjust the surety amount if necessary.
Permanent company contact details will be provided to McLean County to ensure proper
communication during the operations and decommissioning phase.
Solar Energy Facility Safety
Safety is a top priority and key value for ASD. Safety is considered seriously during the
development, design, construction, operation and decommissioning phases of the project.
Below are some examples of how ASD will ensure the solar garden is safe at all times:
Development:
• Ensure the property, access road, site layout, and interconnection meet ASD standards
for solar safety
• Involve all the relevant Authorities Having Jurisdiction during the development phase to
ensure all the relevant standards will be met
Design:
• All designs will be done by reputable engineers with experience in the solar industry
certified for working in Illinois and fully aware of all the applicable safety standards
• Designs will be checked by ASD’s experienced in-house engineering team to ensure ASD
global safety standards are met or exceed
Construction:
• ASD will choose reputable, experienced, and professional contractors who are well
versed in local and industry standards for safety
• The contractors will be well aware of the system design, electrical isolation
requirements, safety specifications, and personal protective equipment requirements
• ASD will require timely feedback and investigate every safety incident that occurs on
site
• ASD will regularly audit the contractor’s safety performance
• ASD will ensure the contractors keep the project site clean and organized during the
construction phase
Operations:
• ASD’s operations team will consist of experienced and professional operators who are
well versed in local and industry standards for safety
• The operators will be well aware of system design, electrical isolation requirements,
safety specifications, and personal protective equipment requirements
• ASD will require timely feedback and investigate every safety incident that occurs on
site
• ASD will regularly audit the operator’s safety performance
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•

ASD will ensure the operators keep the project site clean and organized in accordance
with the operations and maintenance schedule

Decommissioning:
• ASD will choose reputable, experienced, and professional contractors who are well
versed in local and industry standards for safety
• The contractors will be well aware of the system design, electrical isolation
requirements, safety specifications, and personal protective equipment requirements
• ASD will require timely feedback and investigate every safety incident that occurs on
site
• ASD will regularly audit the contractor’s safety performance
• ASD will ensure the contractors keep the project site clean and organized during the
decommissioning phase
Traffic Safety
The anticipated number of vehicles to visit the site during construction will be no more than 5
truck vehicles per day. Upon completion of the facility installation, an average of 3 vehicles are
anticipated to visit the site on a quarterly basis. A temporary rise in vehicle traffic during the 12
to 16-week construction period is anticipated. However, given the limited number of vehicles
visiting the site over the construction period, traffic patterns are not anticipated to be
impacted. Additionally, there will be no significant increase to traffic once the facility is
operational. In sum, no significant impacts are anticipated for this item.
Traffic safety during the construction of the solar garden is further described in the
Construction Activity section above.
Agency Coordination
ASD will continue to coordinate with all necessary Federal, State, and County agencies and
other entities throughout the planning process for ASD McLean Solar II solar garden. ASD is
prepared to work with the Illinois Department of Natural Resources and the local Soil and
Water Conservation District to complete the appropriate environmental assessments pertinent
to this development. Similarly, ASD will coordinate with the local Farm Bureau to ensure that
development practices align well with local agricultural practices.
Conclusion
The applicant is seeking a site plan review to operate one (1)-2 megawatt solar project on a
property in McLean County. The solar installation is a clean, efficient means of power
production that creates no noise, dust, runoff or nuisance factors associated with other forms
of power production. With few moving parts the maintenance requirements are minimal.
We appreciate your consideration of the requested site plan review. If you have questions or
need additional information, please feel free to call Luke Rickard at 720-386-0893 or Kevin
Foster at 905-271-7800 ext 235.
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c.

Luke Rickard, ASD
Kevin Foster, ASD

Attachment A: Application Form
Attachment B: Zoning Site Plan
Attachment C: EcoCAT Report
Attachment D: HARGIS
Attachment E: Operations and Maintenance
Attachment F: Decommissioning Estimate
Attachment G: Emergency Response Plan
Attachment H: Operating Assets Summary
Attachment I: Standard Signage
Attachment J: Standard Equipment Detail
Attachment K: Interconnection
Attachment L: Inverters

ATTACHMENT A

Application Form

APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL

USE UNDER THE REGULATIONS OF THE Mc LEAN COUNTY ZONING ORDINANCE
FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

APPLICANT

NAME:

ASD McLean IL Solar II LLC
ADDRESS: 55a Port St E
Port Credit, ON

CASE NO.
FILING FEE

650.00
$___________

RECEIPT NO.

12785
____________

John Capodice

PUB. COSTS

$___________
91.64

ADDRESS: 10245 N 1530 East Rd

RECEIPT NO.

____________

PHONE: - home: 905-271-7800 work:
NAME:

OWNER

AUG 13 2018
ZONING

HEARING TIME ____________
7:40 p.m.

ADDRESS:
PHONE: - home:

.

RECEIVED

HEARING DATE ____________
9-4-18

ATTORNEY

NAME:

SU - 18-20

work:

DECISION
DATE

9-18-18
____________

FILE STAMP

PROPERTY INFORMATION

Yes

______________________________
Has the site been cultivated before?
21-22-326-003



No

Permanent Parcel No.
Property Interest

______________________________ Does the site have frontage on existing public road?





Zoning District

______________________________
Current: AG, Proposed: SUP Are you requesting any new driveway(s)?





Acreage

______________________________
The next question applies to Single Family Residential Special Use;
21

Present Use

Agriculture
______________________________
Are you requesting approval for any future customary
accessory buildings?







SPECIAL USE INFORMATION
A special use is requested to allow the property described above to be used as: ______________________________________________________
Solar garden
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________.





A previous special use has not been filed for the described property.
Legal description attached. (Application shall be submitted with a copy of the property legal description.)
A previous special use was requested for the described property.
Such request use was made on _______________, _________, and _____________________ in __________________.
(Date)
(Granted or Denied)
(Case Number)

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Attachment No. 1: A plat drawn to scale showing the actual size and shape of the lot or property; location, ground area dimensions, and identification
of use of all (existing and proposed) buildings, structures, driveways, parking areas, sewer systems, etc.; and dimensions of front,
side, and rear yards.
Attachment No. 2: Specification of each building, structure, or use (existing or proposed) identified on the plat.
Attachment No. 3:
Attachment No. 4:
I (we) certify that this proposed Special Use will conform to the standards for Special Uses in the McLean County Zoning Ordinance, and that all of
the above statements and the information contained in any attachments, documents, or plans submitted herewith are true to the best of my (our)
knowledge and belief. I (we) understand that if the special use is approved it will expire in two years, unless a construction permit is taken to
effectuate such special use; or evidence of use is filed with the Director of Building and Zoning.
_________________________________________
Applicant Signature

July 12, 2018
_______________

Greg
Taylor,
Treasurer
of
Date
Greg
Taylor,
Treasurer
of
AMP
Solar
Development
Inc., the
Manager
of Applicant
AMP
Solar
Development
Inc.,
the Manager
of Applicant

APPLICATION FOR SPECIAL

USE UNDER THE REGULATIONS OF THE Mc LEAN COUNTY ZONING ORDINANCE

Standards for Issuance of Special Use Permits
Before any permit shall be granted, the Zoning Board of Appeals shall make written findings certifying that
adequate provision has been made for the following:
1.

The proposed special use will not be detrimental to or endanger the health, safety, morals,
comfort, or welfare of the public.

2.

The proposed special use will not be injurious to the use and enjoyment of other property in the
immediate vicinity for purposes already permitted or substantially diminish property values in the
immediate area.

3.

The proposed special use will not impede the orderly development of the surrounding property
for uses permitted in the district.

4.

Adequate utilities, access roads, drainage and/or other necessary facilities have been or will be
provided.

5.

Adequate measures have been or will be taken to provide ingress and egress so designed as to
minimize traffic congestion in the public streets.

6.

The establishment, maintenance and operation of the special use will be in conformance with the
intent of the district in which the special use is proposed to be located.

7.

The proposed special use, in all other respects, conforms to the applicable regulations of the
district in which it is located.

* Special Use permits will expire one year from the date the County Board approves
it, unless a construction permit is taken or evidence of use is filed with the Director
of Building and Zoning.

Fees
1. Special Use Permits – less than 2 acres - $400
at least 2 acres but less than 15 acres - $450
at least 15 acres but less than 25 acres - $550
at least 25 acres but less than 80 acres - $650
at least 80 acres and up to 100 acres - $700
more than 100 acres - $700 plus $7.00 per acre over 100 acres
2. Cost of publication – In addition to the above fees, the cost of publishing any notice required to be published
in a newspaper of general circulation in the county shall be paid by the applicant prior to the case being
heard by the Zoning Board of Appeals.

Att. 1: Plat Map
ASD McLean IL Solar II LLC
Case No. SU-18-20

ATTACHMENT B

Zoning Site Plan
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PIN#
PROPERTY OWNER
SITE ADDRESS
NOTES:
TO CONSTRUCT A SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM.
21-22-326-003
JOHN F COPODICE
10245 N 1530 EAST RD
2. THIS PLAN WAS PRODUCED UTILIZING GIS RESOURCES AND INFORMATION FROM MULTIPLE SOURCES,
BLOOMINGTON, ILL 61704
· 7425 modules x 340Wp
ZONING
INCLUDING MCLEAN COUNTY, USGS, FEMA, NATIONAL WETLANDS INVENTORY AND BING.
JURISDICTION
ZONING
CURRENT LAND USE ACRES · Total = 2.525 MWp
3. A PORTION OF THE SUBJECT PROPERTY LIES WITHIN A SPECIAL FLOOD HAZARD AS SHOWN ON THE FLOOD
EXISTING : AG
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· Final location of all generation and
PROPOSED USE
DISTURBED AREA
PRELIMINARY SOLAR AREA
AND ARE SUBJECT TO MODIFICATION DUE TO SITE CONDITIONS, ADDITIONAL PERMITTING REQUIREMENTS,
electrical equipment to be
SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEM
± 13.5 AC
± 13 AC
EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS, AND/OR OTHER CONSTRAINTS.
determined by others
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WET
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STRUCTURE(S).
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ATTACHMENT C

EcoCAT Report

Applicant:
Contact:
Address:

WSB & Associates
Eric Zweber
701 Xenia Ave S
Suite 300
Golden Valley, MN 55416

Project:
Address:

ASD McLean IL Solar II LLC
2906 Hendrix Dr, Bloomington

IDNR Project Number: 1811805
Date:
06/08/2018

Description: Amp, through affiliate company Amp Solar Development Inc. (ASD), is developing a
series of Community Solar scale projects in Illinois for entry into that State’s
Adjustable Block Program (ABP).

Natural Resource Review Results
Consultation for Endangered Species Protection and Natural Areas Preservation (Part 1075)
The Illinois Natural Heritage Database contains no record of State-listed threatened or endangered species,
Illinois Natural Area Inventory sites, dedicated Illinois Nature Preserves, or registered Land and Water
Reserves in the vicinity of the project location.
Wetland Review (Part 1090)
The Illinois Wetlands Inventory shows wetlands within 250 feet of the project location.
An IDNR staff member will evaluate this information and contact you to request additional information
or to terminate consultation if adverse effects are unlikely.

Location
The applicant is responsible for the
accuracy of the location submitted
for the project.
County: McLean
Township, Range, Section:
23N, 2E, 22
IL Department of Natural Resources
Contact
Bradley Hayes
217-785-5500
Division of Ecosystems & Environment

Government Jurisdiction
McLean County
Phil Dick
115 E Washington Street, Room 400
Bloomington, Illinois 61701

Disclaimer
The Illinois Natural Heritage Database cannot provide a conclusive statement on the presence, absence, or
condition of natural resources in Illinois. This review reflects the information existing in the Database at the time
of this inquiry, and should not be regarded as a final statement on the site being considered, nor should it be a
substitute for detailed site surveys or field surveys required for environmental assessments. If additional
protected resources are encountered during the project’s implementation, compliance with applicable statutes
and regulations is required.
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IDNR Project Number: 1811805

Terms of Use
By using this website, you acknowledge that you have read and agree to these terms. These terms may be
revised by IDNR as necessary. If you continue to use the EcoCAT application after we post changes to these
terms, it will mean that you accept such changes. If at any time you do not accept the Terms of Use, you may not
continue to use the website.
1. The IDNR EcoCAT website was developed so that units of local government, state agencies and the public
could request information or begin natural resource consultations on-line for the Illinois Endangered Species
Protection Act, Illinois Natural Areas Preservation Act, and Illinois Interagency Wetland Policy Act. EcoCAT uses
databases, Geographic Information System mapping, and a set of programmed decision rules to determine if
proposed actions are in the vicinity of protected natural resources. By indicating your agreement to the Terms of
Use for this application, you warrant that you will not use this web site for any other purpose.
2. Unauthorized attempts to upload, download, or change information on this website are strictly prohibited and
may be punishable under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1986 and/or the National Information
Infrastructure Protection Act.
3. IDNR reserves the right to enhance, modify, alter, or suspend the website at any time without notice, or to
terminate or restrict access.
Security
EcoCAT operates on a state of Illinois computer system. We may use software to monitor traffic and to identify
unauthorized attempts to upload, download, or change information, to cause harm or otherwise to damage this
site. Unauthorized attempts to upload, download, or change information on this server is strictly prohibited by law.
Unauthorized use, tampering with or modification of this system, including supporting hardware or software, may
subject the violator to criminal and civil penalties. In the event of unauthorized intrusion, all relevant information
regarding possible violation of law may be provided to law enforcement officials.
Privacy
EcoCAT generates a public record subject to disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act. Otherwise, IDNR
uses the information submitted to EcoCAT solely for internal tracking purposes.
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IDNR Project Number: 1811805

EcoCAT Receipt

Project Code

APPLICANT

DATE

WSB & Associates
DeAnna Leseman
701 Xenia Ave S, Ste 300
Suite 300
Minneapolis, MN 55416

6/8/2018

1811805

DESCRIPTION

FEE

CONVENIENCE
FEE

TOTAL PAID

EcoCAT Consultation

$ 125.00

$ 2.94

$ 127.94

TOTAL PAID
Illinois Department of Natural Resources
One Natural Resources Way
Springfield, IL 62702
217-785-5500
dnr.ecocat@illinois.gov
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$ 127.94

Bruce Rauner, Governor
Wayne Rosenthal, Director

June 11, 2018
Eric Zweber
WSB & Associates
701 Xenia Ave S
Suite 300
Golden Valley, MN 55416
RE: ASD McLean IL Solar II LLC
Project Number(s): 1811805
County: McLean
Dear Applicant:
This letter is in reference to the project you recently submitted for consultation. The natural resource
review provided by EcoCAT identified protected resources that may be in the vicinity of the proposed
action. The Department has evaluated this information and concluded that adverse effects are unlikely.
Therefore, consultation under 17 Ill. Adm. Code Part 1075 and 1090 is terminated.
Consultation for Part 1075 is valid for two years unless new information becomes available that was
not previously considered; the proposed action is modified; or additional species, essential habitat, or
Natural Areas are identified in the vicinity. If the project has not been implemented within two years of
the date of this letter, or any of the above listed conditions develop, a new consultation is necessary.
Consultation for Part 1090 (Interagency Wetland Policy Act) is valid for three years.
The natural resource review reflects the information existing in the Illinois Natural Heritage Database
and the Illinois Wetlands Inventory at the time of the project submittal, and should not be regarded as a
final statement on the site being considered, nor should it be a substitute for detailed site surveys or
field surveys required for environmental assessments. If additional protected resources are encountered
during the project’s implementation, you must comply with the applicable statutes and regulations.
Also, note that termination does not imply IDNR's authorization or endorsement of the proposed
action.
Please contact me if you have questions regarding this review.

Bradley Hayes
Division of Ecosystems and Environment
217-785-5500

ATTACHMENT D

HARGIS

OldTown Township – 2 – Four results within 1 mile

Property Information Report
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Property Information Report

Name/Location

Significant Name:

McLean County Memorial to World War II Dead

Other Name:

Location:

Main St., at foot of McLean County Courthouse steps

Address:

City:

Bloomington

PIN:

Vicinity

False

HARGIS Ref:

County:

McLean

303481

National Register Evaluation
None

National Register Information
None

Property Information Source

Survey Date(s)
5/1973
Source:

View PDF

http://gis.hpa.state.il.us/hargis/Reports/PropertyInformationReport.aspx?refnum=303481

7/11/2018

Property Information Report
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Property Information Report

Name/Location

Significant Name:

Marker, 1st brick schoolhouse in McLean Co. site

Other Name:

Location:

25 paces E. of driveway on E. side of 2nd house E. of Kickapoo Creek on
N. side of road

Address:

City:

PIN:

Vicinity

False

County:

McLean

HARGIS Ref:

303439

National Register Evaluation
None

National Register Information
None

Property Information Source

Survey Date(s)
Source:

View PDF

http://gis.hpa.state.il.us/hargis/Reports/PropertyInformationReport.aspx?refnum=303439

7/11/2018

Property Information Report
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Property Information Report

Name/Location

Significant Name:

Orendorff, Joseph, Mill Stone Memorial

Other Name:

Location:

Blooming Grove Cemetery

Address:

City:

PIN:

Vicinity

False

County:

McLean

HARGIS Ref:

303440

National Register Evaluation
None

National Register Information
None

Property Information Source

Survey Date(s)
Source:

View PDF

http://gis.hpa.state.il.us/hargis/Reports/PropertyInformationReport.aspx?refnum=303440

7/11/2018

Property Information Report
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Property Information Report

Name/Location

Significant Name:

Hendrix-Dawson Memorail

Other Name:

Location:

Blooming Grove Cemetery

Address:

City:

PIN:

Vicinity

False

County:

McLean

HARGIS Ref:

303438

National Register Evaluation
None

National Register Information
None

Property Information Source

Survey Date(s)
Source:

View PDF

http://gis.hpa.state.il.us/hargis/Reports/PropertyInformationReport.aspx?refnum=303438

7/11/2018

ATTACHMENT E

Operations and Maintenance

OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE PLAN FOR SOLAR GROUNDMOUNT FACILITIES
The System Owner/Operator will be responsible for Operations and Maintenance for the ASD McLean
Solar Facility. Photovoltaic (PV) systems have very limited routine maintenance requirements, as the
systems are mounted on steel piles and fixed or single axis tracking racking systems with few moving parts
that are subject to ongoing maintenance, although it is advisable that a visual inspection occurs on each
and every component on an annual basis.
Through monitoring and proactive maintenance of a PV system, the Operator can maximize the system
availability of an array, avoid unexpected operating and maintenance costs, and enable the system to
achieve the lowest life‐cycle cost ($/MWh) for solar generation.
Maintenance and repairs of the facility will be performed at a regular cadence as described in Table 1
below. Maintenance can often be performed while the plant is not producing power in the early morning
and evening. Additionally, individual sections of the plant can be taken offline for any other needed
repairs, with negligible impact on plant output.
Table 1: Maintenance Services and Frequency through the lifetime of the solar project.

O&M Services and Frequency
Full Site Visual Inspection & Report
Performance and Analytical Reports
Inverter Preventative Maintenance
MV Equipment Preventive Maintenance

Semi-Annually (Spring and Fall)
Quarterly
Annually (Spring)
Semi-Annually (Spring and Fall)

String Level Open Circuit Voltage & Operating 100% Annually
Current
Thermal
Imaging
Combiners,
Inverters, 100% Annually
Disconnects
Warranty Enforcement
Covered throughout the year
24/7 Monitoring
Covered throughout the year
IV Curve Tracing
As Required (Estimated every 2 years)
Vegetation Management
1-2 times per annum or as needed (see Appendix
A for further details)
Site Access
1-2 times per annum or as needed
Storm Water Management system
1-2 times per annum or as needed (see Appendix
A for further details)
Dispatch Commitment
48 hours
CONTACT INFORMATION
Concerns regarding operations can be made by telephone or email:
o
o

Telephone – TBD
Email: assetmanagement@amp.energy

In case of an electric emergency, contact should be made to the Emergency O&M Contact listed above. If
emergency services are needed, please call 911.

DESCRIPTION OF SOLAR MAINTENANCE SERVICES
Full Site Visual Inspection
o PV Panel Condition
• Inspect for cleanliness, cracked/chipped/scratched/ shattered panels, fading/discoloration,
burn marks, seal condition, frame damage or rust
o PV Mounting Structure
• Inspect mounts and mounting structures (loose panels, loose rack/clips missing hardware,
rusted bolts, flashing issues, ballast condition, rack anchor condition)
o PV Array Ventilation
• Inspect conditions under panels, remove of any large debris or pests; visual check to ensure
maximum ventilation under panels
o PV System Foundations
• Ground mount arrays (visual inspection of grounds and vegetation, identify issues related to
mud, water pooling, soil erosion)
o Balance of System
• Inspect conduit runs (separated/cracked conduits, misaligned wire runs)
• Inspect panel interconnectivity and string lines (wire/cable wear, wire fading, chewed wire
due to pests, identify loose/detached wires)
• Inspect junction/combiner enclosure(s) condition (seals, rust, damage, locks)
• Inspect electrical equipment enclosure(s) (seals, rust, damage, door condition, locks,
equipment pads)
o Inverters
• Inspect inverter structure(s) and enclosure(s) (seals, rust, damage, door condition,
switch/handle condition, locks)
• Inspect inverter equipment pad(s) (cracks, base damage, soil erosion)
o Data Acquisition System (DAS)
• Weather stations condition (alignment of irradiance sensor, condition of wind and
temperature meters)
• DAS device condition (screen, seals, rust, damage)
o Shading Conditions
• Visual inspection to identify any shading issues, preventive care if shading caused by nearby
vegetation)
o Vegetation/Pest Conditions
• Vegetation management (inspection for vegetation issues or tree branches or other
plants/trees blocking panels/system, recommend corrective actions)
• Vegetation maintenance, including trimming overgrowth, removal of alien vegetation,
inspection and maintenance of tree supports as applicable, and replanting or reseeding in
accordance with the Conditional Use Permit and Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan
(SWPPP) vegetation and screening requirements
• All vegetation will be maintained as described in the landscaping plan including the types of
vegetation across the site and how it was established
• The native species ground cover takes multiple seasons to establish, so additional attention
to the removal of alien species is required during the first few years of growth, with particular
attention during the spring and summer seasons

•
o

o
o

o

o

Pest Control (review for insects, bird nests, squirrels, spider nests, etc.; recommend
corrective actions if necessary)
Site Access
• Damage to site access road or gate will be reported once Operator becomes aware of any
deficiencies that require repair which will be completed as soon as practicable
• Waste/debris noticed on access road will be removed as soon as practicable
• Access driveway will be plowed after significant snowfall to ensure utility equipment remains
accessible in accordance with the Interconnection Agreement
Solar Field
• Waste/debris noticed on in solar field will be removed as soon as practicable
Storm water management
• Inspection and maintenance of storm water management system (including sediment
filtration pond, culverts, outlets, check dams etc.) will occur in accordance with the SWPPP
with particular attention after a significant rainfall event to ensure outflows to adjacent
watershed is in accordance with applicable regulations
• Maintenance staff will be familiar with the storm water management system, including
design, function, location, and maintenance requirements as detailed on the landscaping plan
• Maintenance staff will complete the storm water management system maintenance checklist
(Appendix A) at intervals indicated on the checklist in order to ensure adequate inspection
and maintenance intervals and keep the completed forms on site for inspection by County
staff in accordance with the SWPPP
• Vegetation seeding in erosion prone areas as required by SWPPP
Drainage Tile
• Inspection of drainage tile system in accordance with the Conditional Use Permit, including
visual inspection of the tile outlets and any poor drainage of water on the site, outside of the
sediment filtration ponds
• Should damage of the drainage tile system be discovered, repairs will be made in consultation
with the landowner and County staff as required
System Security
• Visually inspect fence line or confinement structures for wear, damage, breach, vandalism, or
other problems
• Visually inspect any electronic surveillance equipment (cameras, alarms, etc.) and identify if
operating.
• Check condition of any locks, chains or other protection measures preventing unauthorized
access to the system

Site Visit(s) & Service Report(s)
o Service Reports:
• Include details of preventative maintenance work, such as electrical measurements,
meter readings, thermal images, system testing results, and storm water management system
maintenance. Include non-conformance reports to identify potential short-term and longterm power production issues.
o Performance Reports:
• Provide analysis of monthly system/inverter performance against weather adjusted
performance metrics. Identify/document any known production loss issues.

Inverter Preventative Maintenance
o Conduct preventative maintenance in accordance with manufacturer specifications
o Clean and vacuum enclosure, vents and heat sink / remove any identifiable debris and clean any
accumulation of dust
o Change air filters according to manufacturer specifications
o Check fuses and switchboards (visually inspect for signs of corrosion/thermal issues)
o Check wiring (visually inspect for breaks, deterioration or signs of corrosion/thermal issues)
Transformer, MV Switchgear Maintenance
o Transformer – Oil and gas analysis, infrared image connections, positive nitrogen charge, record
oil temp, level, PSI, visually inspect terminations
o MV Switchgear - Trip test protection devices, verify electrical controls, download relay event files,
operate disconnects, visual inspection of Terminations, verify meter operation
Tracker Maintenance (if applicable)
o

Conduct preventative maintenance in accordance with manufacturer specifications

Warranty Enforcement
o Make and coordinate claims for reimbursement and/or replacement under any available warranty
from manufacturers, installers or other similar entities relating to the System
String level Voc, DC operating current
o Perform testing to measure the open circuit voltage (Voc) and operating current of each string in
the system.
o Analyze and document any anomalies that effect system performance and propose correct
actions if necessary
Thermal Imaging Combiners, Inverters and Disconnects
o Thermal imaging of combiners, inverters and disconnects by a trained thermographer
o Analyze and document all images taken, identify any potential hot spots and propose correct
actions if necessary
String Level IV Curve Tracing (as necessary)
o Perform string level IV Curve tracing with a minimum of 400 w/m2 irradiance
o Analyze and document any anomalies that effect system performance and propose correct
actions if necessary
System Performance Monitoring:
o Using the DAS, monitor on a daily basis, the day-to-day system output and performance
o Nonconformance – Identify and analyze performance departures; dispatch per contract scope or
upon notice from Owner or the DAS that the system is not performing in accordance with the
specifications as set forth in the Agreement/SOW.

APPENDIX A
SOLAR GARDEN STORMWATER MANAGEMENT INSPECTION CHECKLIST
Solar Garden Location:
Date:
Time:
Weather conditions (recent rainfall):
Inspectors name:
Item

Inspection
frequency

Checked
Y

Vegetation:
1. Ground cover established according to
landscape plan and trimmed/seeded as needed
2. Screening trees (if present) established and
healthy/straight
3. Broken branches removed
4. Alien vegetation removed as needed
5. Check for evidence of erosion
Roads/Culverts:
6. Road surface condition in accordance with civil
designs
7. Culverts in good working order and unblocked
8. Excessive dust/sediment removed from road
surface and drainage swales
Drainage Tiles:
9. Drainage tiles and outlets in working order with
no excessive ponding across the site
Drainage swales:
10. Check vegetation cover, erosion evidence, and
excessive sedimentation
Sediment Filtration Basins:
11. Outlet flows running clear
12. Banks intact
13. Clean outs intact and lids in place
14. Level of sediment less than 50% (removal of
sediment to occur once sediment level about
50% of capacity)
15. Vegetation around basin established
16. Filtration material in place in accordance with
basin design
17. Check for erosion evident on any part of basin

Annual

Annual

6 months

6 months

6 months

Overall condition of facility in accordance with approved plans: Y / N

N

Maintenance
Required
Y
N

Comments:___________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Inspectors Signature: _______________________________

ATTACHMENT F

Decommissioning Estimate

Project System Size (Wdc)
Project System Size (Wac)
Project Example Land Size (Acres)

2,500,000
2,000,000
15

Decomissioning Costs
Pre-Dismantling Activities
PV and Racking Removal
Electrical Equipment Removal
Sitework and Rehabilation
Equipment Rental
Total Decommissioning Costs

$
$
$
$
$
$

16,000.00
15,413.92
13,770.00
20,926.73
17,250.00
83,360.64

Material Sale & Recycling Value
Steel Pile and Rack Recycling
Aluminium Racking Recycling
Electrical Wire Recycling
Solar PV Recycling
Total Recovered Value

$
$
$
$
$

18,163.87
9,271.74
50,000.00
77,435.61

Net Cost to Decommission Project
$/kW AC

$
$

5,925.03
2.96

ATTACHMENT G

Emergency Response Plan

Emergency Response Plan
1. Site details:
ASD McLean IL Solar II
Photovoltaic Solar Garden
Site Address:
10245 N 1530 East Rd, Bloomington, IL
Site Landowner: John Capodice
Project Size: 2.0MWdc/2.2MWac
Utility: Ameren

2. Emergency Response Coordinator (ERC)
Amp will designate an ERC during the construction, operations, and decommissioning
phases of the project. The primary responsibility of the ERC is to perform pre-emergency
planning and to carry out Emergency Response Plan (ERP) with the on-site personnel and
local emergency providers. The ERC is typically the construction site manager, or
operations site representative and will have first aid training.
3. Pre-Emergency Planning
The ERC will coordinate the following activities:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Verify the site contact list is correct and up to date (nearest hospital location and
phone number, local emergency services phone number, ERC mobile phone number,
subcontractor representative phone numbers)
Post relevant emergency signs for fire extinguishers, muster points, exits, and
evacuation routes as applicable
Communicate the ERP to all subcontractors and new staff during tool box talks
Evaluate site conditions, operations, and personnel availability to ensure the ERP can
be carried out fully
Verify that the site communication is functioning
Verify all ERP equipment is in good condition

4. ERP Equipment
The ERC is responsible to ensure the ERP equipment is available and functional. The
equipment consists of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fire extinguishers (correct class depending on location)
First aid kit
AED
Spill kits
Eye wash equipment
Communication device – mobile phones or two-way radios, depending on the cellular
service

5. Incident Response
In the case of fire, or explosion, the following steps shall be followed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ERC or site personnel to notify the local fire department, including the exact location
and the source of the fire or explosion
Cease work and evacuate the area immediately
All staff to congregate at the designated muster point or alternative location (as
shown on site map) depending on severity
Evacuate the site if necessary
Roll call should be done to determine if any staff did not evacuate
ERP to assist Amp with an incident investigation, and report the incident as required
by OSHA and local authorities
Site should only re-entered once the fire department as deemed it safe to do so
Small fires or spills may be controlled with the on-site spill kits or fire extinguishers
should there be no hazard to the safety of the site staff. If in doubt, evacuate the
area.

6. Emergency Medical Treatment
The ERC will be responsible of assessing the severity of any health and safety incidents on
site. Should any incident result in a medical emergency, the following steps will be taken:
•
•
•
•
•

Notify the ERC of the incident
Call 911 or the local emergency response authority
Initiate first aid/CPR as necessary
Send a representative to accompany the injured person to the local treatment centre
ERC to complete an incident report

7. Inclement Weather
Work on the solar garden is generally outside and exposed to the elements, so it is
important to be prepared for extreme heat, cold, rain, wind, and lightning. Risks can be
mitigated by ensuring proper clothing and personal protective equipment are worn at all
times while on site, as well as keeping an eye on the weather forecasts. The site manager
should close site when the weather will not allow for safe working, and provide warm,
dry, and cool areas as needed for regular breaks and ensure proper hydration. The ERC is
responsible for keeping an eye out for storms and thunderheads. If a storm approaches
and there is a threat of lightning on site, the entire site team should discontinue work and
retreat to their vehicles until the storm passes. If lightning is present staff must say clear
of trees, water, metal equipment and fences. As a general rule for lightning, seek
protection when thunder claps 30 sections after a lightning flash, and do not resume work
for 30 minutes after a thunder clap. Stay alert for high winds that can cause unsafe
conditions.
8. Location of nearest hospital
The nearest hospital is OSF St. Joseph Medical Center, located at 2200 E Washington St,
Bloomington, IL.

9. Location of muster point, alterative muster point
The primary muster point will be at the turnaround just inside the fence line and the
alternative muster point will be at the access road outside of the fence line. See Site Plan
Attachment B
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ATTACHMENT I

Standard Signage

www.amp.energy
www.amp.energy
+1905-271-7800
905-271-7800
+1

ASD MCLEAN IL SOLAR II LLC
CAPACITY: 2.2 MW AC / 2.0 MW DC
ADDRESS: Hendrix Drive, Bloomington, IL
EMERGENCY CONTACT: TBD
AMEREN 24HR EMERGENCY: TBD

MCLEAN II SOLAR GARDEN

ATTACHMENT J

Standard Equipment Detail

www.jinkosolar.com

PERC

Eagle Plus 72
340-360 Watt

(4BB)

MONO CRYSTALLINE MODULE
Positive power tolerance of 0~+3%

ISO9001:2008、ISO14001:2004、OHSAS18001
certified factory.
IEC61215、IEC61730 certified products.

KEY FEATURES
4 Busbar Solar Cell:
4 busbar solar cell adopts new technology to improve the efficiency of
modules , offers a better aesthetic appearance, making it perfect for rooftop
installation.

High Efficiency:
Higher module conversion efficiency(up to 18.57%) benefit from Passivated
Emmiter Rear Contact (PERC) technology.

Extended PID Resistant:

Extended
PID RESISTANT

Limited power degradation of Eagle Plus module caused by PID effect is
guaranteed under extremely strict testing condition (85℃/85%RH,500hours)for
mass production.

Low-light Performance:
Advanced glass and solar cell surface texturing allow for excellent
performance in low-light environments.

Severe Weather Resilience:
Certified to withstand: wind load (2400 Pascal) and snow load (5400 Pascal).

Durability against extreme environmental conditions:
High salt mist and ammonia resistance certified by TUV NORD.

LINEAR PERFORMANCE WARRANTY
LIN

Guaranteed Power Performance
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10 Year Product Warranty

25 Year Linear Power Warranty

linear performance warranty
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Mechanical Characteristics
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Cell Type

5.5
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3

55

7.7

4.5

14

55

8

35

Mono-crystalline PERC 156×156mm (6 inch)

No.of cells

72 (6×12)

Dimensions

1956×992×40mm (77.01×39.05×1.57 inch)
26.5 kg (58.4 lbs)

Weight

4.0mm, Anti-Reflection Coating,
High Transmission, Low Iron, Tempered Glass

Front Glass

Packaging Configuration

Frame

(Two boxes=One pallet)

Anodized Aluminium Alloy

Junction Box

26pcs/box , 52pcs/pallet, 624 pcs/40'HQ Container

IP67 Rated

Output Cables

TÜV 1×4.0mm,² Length:900mm or Customized Length

SPECIFICATIONS
Module Type

JKM340M-72(Plus）
STC

NOCT

JKM345M-72(Plus）
STC

NOCT

JKM350M-72(Plus）
STC

STC

NOCT

JKM360M-72(Plus）
STC

NOCT

Maximum Power (Pmax)

340Wp 254Wp

345Wp 258Wp

350Wp 262Wp

355Wp 266Wp

360Wp 270Wp

Maximum Power Voltage (Vmp)

38.7V

36.8V

38.9V

37.0V

39.1V

37.2V

39.3V

37.5V

39.5V

37.7V

Maximum Power Current (Imp)

8.79A

6.89A

8.87A

6.98A

8.94A

7.05A

9.04A

7.09A

9.12A

7.17A

Open-circuit Voltage (Voc)

47.1V

45.5V

47.3V

45.8V

47.5V

46.0V

47.8V

46.2V

48.0V

46.5V

Short-circuit Current (Isc)

9.24A

7.33A

9.31A

7.38A

9.38A

7.46A

9.45A

7.54A

9.51A

7.61A

Module Efficiency STC (%)

17.52%

17.78%

18.01%

18.31%

Operating Temperature(℃)

-40℃~+85℃

Maximum system voltage

1000VDC (IEC)

Maximum series fuse rating

0~+3%

Temperature coefficients of Pmax

-0.39%/℃

Temperature coefficients of Voc

-0.29%/℃

Temperature coefficients of Isc

0.05%/℃

Nominal operating cell temperature (NOCT)

45±2℃

STC :
NOCT:

18.57%

15A

Power tolerance

*

NOCT

JKM355M-72(Plus）

Irradiance 1000W/m 2

Irradiance 800W/m 2

Cell Temperature 25°C

Ambient Temperature 20°C

AM=1.5

AM=1.5

Wind Speed 1m/s

* Power measurement tolerance: ± 3%

The company reserves the final right for explanation on any of the information presented hereby. EN-JKM-360M-72-Plus_1.0_rev2017
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Interconnection
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MODULES
JINKO SOLAR JKM340M-72
340W MODULES
1000V MAX
7398 MODULES
411 STRINGS
18 MODULES / STRING

MC4 CONNECTOR
(TYP.)

AC

DC

AC

DC

INV
A-1-32

AC

DC

15A

15A

AC

DC

INV A-1-40

15A

15A

15A

15A

INV A-1-8

15A

15A

INV A-1-1

STRING INVERTERS
(40) CHINT POWER SYSTEMS CPS SCA 50KTL-DO-US
1000V RATED, 5 MPPT, (1) 15A
STANDARD INPUT FUSE/ MPPT
10 STRING INVERTERS: A-1-1 TO
A-1-29.
11 STRING INVERTERS A-1-30 TO
A-1-40

70A

70A

70A

70A

70A

70A

70A

70A

CP A-5

500A

70A

500A

500A

500A

500A

5

4

3

2

1

2500A

SWGR A

33

SITE 2% AVG. HIGH
TEMPERATURE (°C)

20A

20A

Also-ENERGY DAS
SYSTEM LINKED
TO STRING
INVERTERS.

2500A SWITCHBOARD WITH
2500A BUS CONSISTING OF
(5) 500A BREAKERS 100%
RATED AND (1) 2500A MAIN
BREAKER

M

20A

25A

UTILITY AC
DISCONNECT: TO BE
VISIBLE, LOCKABLE,
READILY ACCESSIBLE,
2500A, 3P, NEMA 3R MIN.
100% CONTINUOUS
RATED

2500A 100%
CONTINUOUS RATED
3P CIRCUIT BREAKER
WITH GROUND FAULT
PROTECTION AND ARC
FLASH MITIGATION

20A

480/277VAC

120/208VAC

20A

LIGHT SPARE SPARE

AUX SERVICE PANEL
120/208V 3PH 4W, OUTDOOR RATED

480 V

13.8kV

2500 kVA XFMR
IMPEDANCE, Z= 5.75%

INTEGRATED
EQUPIMENT SKID
480V 3PH 4W

11 STRING CALCULATIONS

SPARE
20A

10 STRING CALCULATIONS

COM STATION

AUX XFMR
10KVA, 480/277V: 120/208V
3PH 4W,NEMA 3R RATED

20A

GFCI

-23

SITE EXTREME MIN.
TEMPERATURE (°C)

2
2.512

TOTAL SIZE AC

1.256

DC/AC RATIO

TOTAL SIZE DC

2

BLOCK SIZE (MW AC)

70A

70A

70A

70A

70A

70A

70A

CP A-1

AC COMBINER PANELS
600A, 480V, 3P, 4W, 3R,
MLO 100% RATED W/
(8) 70A BREAKERS 100%
RATED WITH GFP AND ARC
FLASH MITIGATION (CP A-1
- CP A-5)

CHINT POWER
SYSTEMS - CPS SCA
50kW, 3PH 4W,
50KTL-DO-US
1000V DC 480V AC,
(UL 1741 SA
60.2A MAX OUTPUT
CERTIFIED, IEEE
1547 COMPLIANT)

INVERTER SPECIFICATIONS

1
2.512

BLOCK SIZE (MW DC)

SYSTEM SUMMARY
QUANTITY

CUSTOMER
PROVIDED RISER
POLE W/ FUSED
CUTOUT, 3PH GOAB
3PH, 4W 13.8KV

TOTAL SYSTEM SIZE
2.000 MW AC/ 2.512 MW DC

UTILITY PROVIDED
RISER POLE WITH
BI-DIRECTIONAL
METER W/ CT'S & PT'S
AND FUSE CUTOUTS
3PH, 4W, 13.8KV

M

UTILITY PROVIDED
INTERCONNECTION
POLE

POINT OF COMMON
COUPLING (PCC)

ASSUMED, EXISTING AMEREN 13.8 kV 3PH
DISTRIBUTION LINE

NEW UTILITY PROVIDED
INTERCONNECTION POLE INSTALLED IN
LINE WITH EXISTING DISTRIBUTION LINE

POI (POINT OF
INTERCONNECTION)

NOTES:
1. PROVIDE READILY ACCESSIBLE, VISIBLE AND LOCKABLE AC
DISCONNECT SWITCH RATED AT 2500A, 3POLE BETWEEN THE
INVERTER OUTPUT AND CONNECTION TO THE AMEREN
ILLINOIS POWER SYSTEM. THE SWITCH SHALL HAVE VISIBLE
OPEN GAP BETWEEN THE SWITCH CONTACTS.
2. THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE AC DISCONNECT AND AMEREN
NET METER SHALL BE LESS THAN 10 FEET.
3. PROVIDE A FUSED DISCONNECT WITHIN 4' OF CONNECTION
WITH THE AMEREN NET METER.
4. AMEREN TO SPECIFY DESIGN AFTER DEVELOPER RISER POLE.

OWNER PROVIDED EQUIPMENT
UTILITY PROVIDED EQUIPMENT
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EVS, INC.
10025 Valley View Road, Suite 140
Eden Prairie, Minnesota 55344
Phone: 952-646-0236
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ATTACHMENT L

Inverters

Technical Data
Datasheet

50/60kW, 1000Vdc String Inverters for North America
The 50 & 60kW medium power CPS three phase string inverters are
designed for ground mount, large rooftop and carport applications. The
units are high performance, advanced and reliable inverters designed
specifically for the North American environment and grid. High
efficiency at 98.8% peak and 98.5% CEC, wide operating voltages, broad
temperature ranges and a NEMA Type 4X enclosure enable this inverter
platform to operate at high performance across many applications. The
CPS 50/60kW products ship with either the standard wire-box or the
H4 style wire-box, each fully integrated and separable with touch safe
fusing, monitoring, and AC and DC disconnect switches. The CPS Flex
Gateway enables monitoring, controls and remote product upgrades.

Key Features
NEC 2014 compliant & UL listed Arc-Fault circuit protection
0-90° Mounting orientation for lay flat roof installs
Touch safe DC Fuse holders adds convenience and safety
CPS Flex Gateway enables remote FW upgrades
Integrated AC & DC disconnect switches
Optional factory installed H4 connectors
3 MPPT's with 5 inputs each for maximum flexibility
Copper and Aluminum compatible AC connections
NEMA Type 4X outdoor rated, tough tested enclosure
Advanced Smart-Grid features (Rule 21, HECO compatible)
Separable wire-box design for fast service
Standard 10 year warranty with extensions to 20 years
Generous 1.5 DC/AC Inverter Load Ratio

50/60kW Standard Wire-box

CHINT POWER 2017/01-MKT NA

CPS SCA50KTL-DO/US-480
CPS SCA60KTL-DO/US-480

50/60kW H4 Wire-box

Chint Power Systems America
7060 Koll Center Parkway, Suite 318 Pleasanton, CA 94566
Tel: 855-584-7168 Mail: AmericaSales@chintpower.com Web: www.chintpowersystems.com

Technical Data

Model Name
DC Input

CPS SCA50KTL-DO/US-480

Max. PV Power

CPS SCA60KTL-DO/US-480

75kW (25kW per MPPT)

90kW (30kW per MPPT)
1000Vdc

Max. DC Input Voltage
Operating DC Input Voltage Range

200-950Vdc

Start-up DC Input Voltage / Power

330V / 80W
3

Number of MPP Trackers
MPPT Voltage Range
Max. Operating Current (Imp)

480-850Vdc

540-850Vdc

108A (36A per MPPT)

114A (38A per MPPT)

Max. PV Input Current (Isc x 1.25)

180A (60A per MPPT)

Number of DC Inputs

15 inputs, 5 per MPPT

DC Disconnection Type
AC Output

Load rated DC switch

Rated AC Output Power

50kW

60kW

Max. AC Output Power

50kVA

60kVA
480Vac

Rated Output Voltage
Output Voltage Range1
Grid Connection Type

422 - 528Vac
3Φ / PE / N

Nominal AC Output Current @480Vac

60.2A

72.2A
60Hz

Rated Output Frequency
Output Frequency Range1
Power Factor

57 - 63Hz
>0.99 (±0.8 adjustable)

Current THD @ Rated Load

<3%

AC Disconnection Type
System and Performance

Load rated AC switch
Transformerless

Topology

98.8%

Max. Efficiency

98.5%

CEC Efficiency

<30W / <1W

Stand-by / Night Consumption
Environment

NEMA Type 4X

Enclosure Protection Degree

Variable speed cooling fans

Cooling Method

-22°F to +140°F / - 30°C to +60°C (derating from +113°F / +45°C)

Operating Temperature Range
Non-Operating Temperature Range
Operating Humidity

2

No low temp minimum to +158°F / +70°C maximum
0 to 95%, non-condensing
13123.4ft / 4000m (derating from 9842.5ft / 3000m)

Operating Altitude

<60dB @ 1m and 25°C

Audible Noise
Display and Communication

LCD+LED

User Interface and Display

Modbus RS485 and TCP / IP

Inverter Monitoring

CPS Flex Gateway (1 per 32 inverters)

Site Level Monitoring

SunSpec / CPS

Modbus Data Mapping

Standard

Remote Diagnostics / FW Upgrade Functions
Mechanical
Dimensions (HxWxD)

39.4 x 23.6 x 10.24in. (1000 x 600 x 260mm)

Weight

Inverter: 123.5lbs/56kg; Wire-box: 33lbs/15kg

Mounting / Installation Angle3
AC Termination

0 to 90 degrees from horizontal (vertical, angled, or lay flat)
M8 Stud Type Terminal Block (Wire range: #4 - 2/0AWG CU/AL)
Screw Clamp Fuse Holder (Wire range: #14 - #6AWG CU), Optional H4 (Amphenol)

DC Termination

15A standard fuse value (20, 25, 30A acceptable)

Fused String Inputs (5 per MPPT)
Safety
Safety and EMC Standard

UL1741-2010, UL1741SA-20164, UL1699B, CSA-C22.2 NO.107.1-01, IEEE1547; FCC PART15

Grid Standard and SRD
Smart-Grid Features
Warranty

4

IEEE 1547-2003, Rule 214 and HECO/Rule144
Voltage-RideThru, Frequency-RideThru, Soft-Start, Volt-Var, Frequency-Watt, Volt-Watt

Standard
Extended Terms
1) The "Output Voltage Range" and "Output Frequency Range" may differ according to the specific grid standard.
2) See user manual for further requirements regarding non-operating conditions.
3) Shade Cover accessory required for installation angles of 30 degrees or less.
4) Certification Pending.

10 years
15 and 20 years

